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Partial text

(The ones who say, 'I understand' are the ones I hate.)hen the self can make the 
activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata completely its content then it becomes 
free from past and future, it becomes free from plus and minus (inside and outside,
past and future disappear).

that when host and guest, when subject and object meet, inevitably the world of 
words will appear. Because it's necessary for the two to make relationship with one
another, that's why words come up. If it wasn't necessary to make relationship then
words wouldn't come up. The self which is appearing as the present moment, it is 
always making relationship with future on the outside and past on the inside. And 
if the future world on the outside and the past world on the inside don't make 
relationship with the present then growth and development will not occur. What I'm 
saying is that without making relationship then food will not appear. It's only 
through making relationship that food will appear and the activity of eating will 
appear. The activity of existence depends upon making relationship. Look at a dog. 
Take a cow bone, some kind of bone of a cow and throw it to the dog and the dog 
will be really happy and chew on the bone (chewing sound), and spit out its own 
spit on the bone, and then lick its own spit right off the bone. It will be in 
heaven. When subject and object meet one another through making relationship with 
one another food appears. If they didn't make relationship food would not appear. 
The subject and the object are taking the initiative, from themselves they are 
making the food, and then they are the ones eating it as well. Although we don't 
know it we are without fail existing through making relationship with the 
activities of past and future. have plus and minus as their content, that's why 
they are equal to one another. When you're saying that men and women are equal in 
this way, when you're explaining or preaching in this fashion, then there is no 
special reason for women and men to make relationship with one another. understand 
then use your whole body to say that you don't understand. Without this activity of
the whole body no matter many ten, twenty, thirty, forty years you do zazen, well, 
I don't think the complete self is going to appear for you. If you don't like 
giving answers with your whole body, well, maybe you should quit being my student. 
I was thinking that maybe I'd just try to be quiet about this until I die, but I 
can't. People who are sitting around doing zazen and doing sanzen without acting 
with their whole body, before I die once I have to caution you about it. When true 
love is manifest it is only manifest when both subject and object are acting with 
their whole bodies. Can you manifest true love just sitting there in front of me? 
If you just sit there, for how many tens of years no true love is going to occur. 
The activity which we call zero will appear through this action of one's whole 



body. Without using your entire body, acting with your entire body when you sit in 
zazen, no matter well you can think the more you think the more you will simply be 
attached to your incomplete activity of consciousness, fixate your incomplete 
activity of consciousness. Don't worry about whether the Roshi is laughing at you 
or praising you. What you have to do is jump up (or run) and act with your whole 
body and do something! If you don't do that then the Roshi will never acknowledge 
you (recognize your answer as a valid one). So if it were a real monastery then if 
you're just going to sit there the Roshi would take his stick and 'BAM' hit you at 
once, and say, 'Do you think that your true self is going to appear just sitting 
there?' You'd get punched right away.

Christ who got up on the cross, and they are all taking God as an object. It seems 
that (unfortunately) you are incapable of really grasping that the true God is the 
God that appears when subject and object completely become one. ve is such a 
precious thing. It's because you have to use your whole body. When you do the 
activity of giving, and you give your self using your whole body then where do you 
end up, where do you settle down, where is your home at that point?


